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class of the local population, such as the teachers, the doctors,
the representatives of the newly created cultural institutions,
and also the officials of the local Communist organizations.
The most drastic steps are now being taken against this class—
the so-called "national elements" among the Ukrainians, White
Russians, Germans, Armenians, Finns, Bulgars and the rest,
even if they have hitherto been the most convinced Com-
munists. Obviously the fight for bread must be greatly exacer-
bated by the introduction of this national element—must,
indeed, assume quite a new character.
The figment that Europe has abandoned development on
national lines has long been exploded. All those who dreamed
of the birth of a "European nation," one single nationless
European mankind, have been sadly disappointed. Nationalism
and national peculiarities are emphasized once more, and it
is they that form the key-note of developments in Europe.
Non-national pacifists have proved wrong, and those who
believe that international understanding can be reached, if
at all, only by admitting the existence of divergent nationalities,
have been proved right, which applies also to those who see in
the mutual recognition of national rights (and hence of the
rights of minorities) a first condition of such an understanding.
And present conditions in the Soviet Union confirm the
_ correctness of this view.
To understand the full scope of the national struggle which
has blazed up in the Soviet Union, I must touch briefly on
Lenin's policy with regard to nationalism during and after the
foundation of the Soviet State. When Lenin arrived at St.
Petersburg with his companions in that special train which had
carried Him across Europe, he not only promised the expectant
throng "bread and peace,55 but also assured the millions who
had lived under Tsarism as so-called "aliens'* that they
- should have fall freedom to develop on national lines and that
local states on ethnographic principles should be formed within
the Federated Soviet Republic. Now at that time the old guard

